
TECHNICAL SESSION W/ TEAMMATE


Passing Triangle 

The server is at the yellow cone.  The driller is at the top of the 3 red cones.  The server 
passes the ball to the right of the red cone #1 where the driller collects with left foot and 
then passes back with left foot.  The the server plays the ball to the left of cone #1 
where the driller touches with right and then plays the ball back with the right.  Then 
progress to cones 2 and 3. Perform 6-8 reps


Progression - start with 2 touch then 1 touch

Progression 2 - pass towards left foot, first touch of left foot moves the ball to the other 
side of cone to play pass back with right foot.  Then play ball to right foot and first touch 
should move the ball to opposite side of cone to pass back with left.

Progression 3 - The server also switches sides of cone after each pass and uses 
correct foot

Pass and Clear Space 

Start with 2 red cones 3-5 yards apart and the yellow 6-8 yards behind the red.  Start at 
the red cones.  Red player plays a pass to yellow and sprints away and yellow plays the 
ball as they round the cone.  Concentrate on receiving the ball at speed, so increase 
pace as you round the cone.  Dribble to red cone and then play the ball to yellow as he 
rounds the cone.


Progression - start with a series of one touch passes, after 5 complete one touch 
passes the last passer completes the run.  Then repeat for other player


Be sure to use both feet and concentrate on first touch - 12 minutes

One Touch 

Cone set 1 is 3 yards apart, cone set 2 is 9 yards apart, cone set 3 is 15 
yards apart


Play one touch passes back and forth, expanding distance after every 
10 perfect passes


10-12 minutes

8 channel passing 

Create an octagon with cones or bags or any marker.  The server stands 10-15 yards from 
the center of the octagon.  The octagon should be 10 yards wide.  The serves plays the 
ball into the receiver who takes a meaningful first touch.  This means their first touch 
should be in the direction of the side they are going to exit the octagon from.  Dribble out 
of octagon and play ball back to the server.  Repeat until the receiver has exited every 
side of the octagon. 15 minutes 

Progression - exit the octagon with less than 3 touches



